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complaint i.e.23.1,1.2020 as he did not approach any forum to avail his rights
x years.

there is any period of limitation for the authority to exercise their powers under

right juncture and not on expiry of reasonable time. Further, as observed in

case i.e, B.L. Sreedhar and Ors. V. K.M. Munireddy and Ors. IAIR 2003 SC
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r\s per ilder Buyer Agreement executed between the parties on L9.01,.201,0, the
possessr on the unit was to be handed over by L9.01..20L3. The complainant has paid only
lls.27,B9r,5 7 /- against a total sale consideration of Rs.79,57 ,000 / -. As such, the builder has

cancelled t e unit of the complainant vide letter dated 28.1,2.2013 due to non-payment of
balance a unt and forfeited Rs.14,09,830/-

The comp inant remained dormant on his rights for more than 6 years L0 months since the
:ion arose i.e. from the issuance of cancellation letter dated 28.1.2.2013 and tillr:ause of ac

filing of thi
fbr almost

37 read with section 35 of the Act nor it is that there can never be a case where
the au cannot interfere in a manner after a passage of a certain length of time but it
would be a nd and wise exercise of discretion for the authority to refuse to exercise their
extraorcli ry powers of natural justice provided under section 38[2) of the Act in case of
persons o do not approach expeditiously fbr the relief and who stand by and allow things

Lnd then approach the court to put forward stale claims. Even equality has to beto happen

claimed at

57Bl the: n'ble Supreme Court held that "Law assists those who are vigilant and not those

r their rights." Law will not assist those who are careless of his/her right. In
thority constituted under section 20 the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act,20l6
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE DAY

Day and Tuesday and L2.10.202L

Complaint CR/4209/2020 Case titled as Pawan Dutta VS
Emaar MGF Land Ltd.

Complaina Pawan Dutta

Sh Gaurav Rawat, Advocate

Emaar MGF Land Ltd

Represented through Sh, I.K. Dang, Advocate

hearing 01.,09.2021

Recorded by Satvir Singh and Ram Niwas
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constituted under section 20 the Rea.l Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016
Act No. 16 of 2016 Passed by the Parliament
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ful and careful of using his/her rights, are entitled to the benefit of law.

IS,

of the above stated facts and applying aforesaid principles, the authority is of the
he present complaint for handing over possession along with delay possession
ot maintainable after such a long period of time as the law is not meant for those
ormant over their rights. Moreover, the respondent submitted that after

by the courts and it is a principle of natural justice that nobody's right should
for the sake of other's right, when a person remained dormant for such an

Ie period of time without any just cause. However, the respondent should also
to get unfair advantage as he himself should have refunded the amount after

he unit in question, but he failed to do so. Allowing the respondent for such
set a wrong precedence in the real estate industry. As per record, the balance

Rs.L3,79,696/- was refundable under the cancellation letter dated 28.12.2013
no such refund has been credited in the account of the complainant. Therefore,

n they have created third party right. The procedures of law cannot be allowed

ent is directed to return the balance amount of Rs.13,79,696/- to the
t as per the cancellation letter dated 2B.L2.ZOL3.

t complaint is not maintainable being barred by limitation. The matter stands
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